Abstract-In recent years advanced capabilities of smartphones have enabled their users to store and manage copious information about their personal and professional life. Consequently, any seized smartphone might involve some useful evidence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Based on statistics published by Gartner [1] in the third quarter of 2010 smartphone sales have been raised to 96 percent from the third quarter of 2009. It is also expected that the number of smartphone users exceeds to the one billion by 2013 [2] .
Smartphones with sophisticated capabilities and features facilitate storing different kinds of information of their owners and any piece of this information is potentially precious evidence.
In spite of many similarities between smartphones, the structure and configuration of each model is different from another one. There are a wide variety of operating systems, applications, and hardware components that are used in different models of smartphones. Additionally, a lot of worthy information stored on smartphones is volatile.
Notwithstanding existence of different software and hardware tools for data gathering from cell phones, none of them can recover all data without making alteration.
Moreover, almost every day new applications for smartphones are released. Even if the data is being successfully recovered, still there might be various barriers in examining some data like encrypted ones.
Another major issue in smartphone forensics is nonexistence of any widely accepted standard investigation process model. This paper reviews two common data acquisition methods to find a proper approach for gathering data from smartphones. Data examining and its obstacles to smartphone forensics are other issues that this paper encompasses. Furthermore, this paper evaluates two investigation process models that are introduced for investigation of Windows Mobile and Symbian operating systems to find an appropriate model which is capable of being employed in all smartphone forensic investigations.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The crux of smartphone forensics is narrowing down the following issues:
Determining the most appropriate data acquisition method;
Examining collected data in an effective way; Finding a reliable investigation process model. The rest of this section encapsulates previous works have been done in these areas.
A. Data Acquisition Methods
There are two common methods in smartphone data acquisition as follows:
Remote data acquisition: In this method, the investigator collects data from the smartphone by either running a forensic software tool on a workstation or employing a forensic device [3] - [5] . In remote data acquisition, the smartphone needs to be connected to the workstation or the device through a cable or wireless protocols such as Bluetooth and infra-red. An example of the tools using this method is Paraben Device Seizure [6] .
Local data acquisition: In this method, a forensic software tool is installed on the cell phone and it copies stored data to a removable memory. Mobile Internal Acquisition Tool (MIAT) [7] is an exemplar of this method which requires only a read-only permission to the internal memory file system by layering on the operating system APIs and obtains the smartphone data such as SMSs, contacts, etc. [7] . At the end of the execution, a logical image of the smartphone file system is saved on the selected removable storage volume [7] .
Smartphones normally use three memory locations for storing the data [3] :
Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card -It is the identification of the user in its provider network. SIM card is also capable to store small amounts of information such as the phonebook entries and SMS messages [8] .  Memory card -It is employed as an extra memory for storing data.  Internal memory -It comprises of the following three components [4] : 1) ROM memory that keeps the operating system boot image; 2) RAM memory which stores the running processes data. Data stored on RAM is highly volatile as it is unobtainable when the smartphone gets off; 3) Flash memory that the user data are saved on that. Forensic tools that are used for computing data acquisition can be also employed for gathering data from memory card. Additionally, there are a wide range of forensic tools that are appropriate for SIM card data acquisition [9] . Data stored on memory card or SIM card are classified under non-volatile data since the data can be retrieved even after turning off the smartphone.
The most profound problem in data acquisition relates to recovering data from the internal memory as it is organized as a unique block memory chip which is roughly impossible to isolate it for analyzing in a low level [3] .
Distefano et al. [3] compared the MIAT acquisition performance with Paraben Device Seizure on Nokia N70 [10] and Nokia 6630 [10] which their result is presented in Table I . The outcomes of this comparison demonstrate that the execution time in MIAT is highly dependent on the performance and capabilities of the cell phone itself [3] .
Furthermore, MIAT corrupted a few number of operating system files, although they have an insignificant role in forensic analysis [3] . However Paraben had corrupted some files as well [3] .
This comparison can be generalized to remote data acquisition method versus local data acquisition method as long as Paraben Device Seizure is considered as a remote method and MIAT is categorized as a local method.
To evaluate these two methods better, we have also referred to prerequisites of data acquisition methods mentioned by Mokhonoana et al. [5] . As they remarked any data acquisition method must fulfill the following requirements:  It should minimize alteration to the device.  It should recover data as far as possible.  It should minimize investigator interaction with the smartphone. With regard to the aforementioned comparison, local data acquisition method can be used simultaneously since it only needs a memory card [3] . Moreover, unlike remote data acquisition method which has a partial access to the system files as it relies on the communication protocol, local data acquisition manages data acquisition directly [3] .
It is also obvious that local data acquisition method does not require many computing equipments [5] , since the forensic investigator just connects a memory card and installs the tool on the target smartphone. But at the same time as it needs to be loaded on the target smartphone, it might modify data stored on the device [5] . Additionally, for each different series or model of smartphones, it must be recompiled [11] .
As local data acquisition method can be quickly put on and it, thereby, reduces the possibility of occurring events such as appointment remainders and messages incoming before accomplishing the acquisition [3] . Nonetheless unlike remote method, the speed of the local method is extremely reliant on the cell phone performance [3] .
Local data acquisition method needs to be supported by the target smartphone, while in remote method only communication protocols require to be compatible with the smartphone and since remote based forensic tools mostly employ common protocols this dependency is less obvious compared to local based tools [3] , [4] .
Broadly speaking, local data acquisition method is very helpful in situations where many smartphones need to be investigated expeditiously and there are not enough resources available. The major setback of the remote acquisition tools is they need to be supported on the target smartphones.
B. Data Examination
Examining the recovered data is another demanding issue in smartphone forensic investigations. There are a wide variety of smartphone manufacturers in the market each of which uses their own applications, hardware components, and operating systems. Smartphones operating systems are also different from the embedded operating systems that are run on normal cell phones as smartphones operating systems allow native third party applications to be run on their hardware [5] ; which makes the situation more complex. Since many companies and individual developers sell and share their own applications, everybody can install any supported program on their smartphone.
The App Store [12], the BlackBerry App World [13] , the OVI Store [14] , the Palm App Catalog [15] , and the Windows Marketplace for Mobile [16] , each of which includes lots of programs developed by third parties for iPhone, BlackBerry, Nokia, Palm, and mobile phones that host Windows Mobile/Phone operating systems respectively.
Moreover, continual improvements in smartphones capabilities and memory capacities persuade users to run more applications that each of which might potentially involve precious information related to the investigation case. However the way an application stores its data on the smartphone is not only dependent on the operating system structure. For instance, the application may encrypt data before saving it. These kinds of circumstances might make it difficult for forensic investigator to examine the data from application without making any alteration.
Husain et al. [17] studied AOL Instant Messenger (AIM) [18] , Yahoo! Messenger [19] and Google Talk [20] , (in both client based and web based versions) on Apple iPhone. They were able to recover data from the iPhone through Apple iTunes and discover some useful data contained usernames, passwords, and conversation logs associated with some of these instant messaging applications.
The diversity in structure of each operating system and smartphone makes programmers and companies develop different applications for each smartphone model or at least for each series of models. In [17] 
C. Investigation Process Models
Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) [21] advices four principles regarding cell phone seizure and examination, briefly explained below:
Principle 1: Data that is held on the cell phone must not be altered and consequently it may be acceptable in the court.
Principle 2: In some situations investigator may find it necessary to access the original data stored on the cell phone. In these cases, investigator must be proficient enough to do so and be able to give evidence explaining the relevance and the implications of their actions.
Principle 3: The logs of actions of all processes applied to the cell phone should be taken and conserved. Same result must be achieved if an independent third party examines the evidence.
Principle 4: The person in charge of the investigation is responsible for making it certain that the law and the principles are stuck to. Adhering to the mentioned principles assures that the integrity of the digital evidence in its entire life cycle is not compromised [9] . Thus forensic investigators need to follow a structural investigation model that relies on these principles as well as technical matters.
To the best of authors' knowledge, there is no widely accepted standard investigation process model in smartphone forensics. However there are some works have been done by other researchers which are very close to this area. Fig. 1 illustrates a twelve-stage model for Windows Mobile forensic [22] .
There is also a process model for forensic analysis of Symbian smartphones [23] as shown in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. Phases of Symbian Smart phones Forensic Process Model
Notwithstanding similarities between these two models, they differ in certain areas. Both of these models have preparation phase. However in Symbian model only technical issues related to Symbian operating system is considered, while Windows Mobile model involves more forensically sound matters such as organizing the necessary tools needed for investigations of mobile electronic device as well as obtaining search warrants [22] .
Securing the scene, survey and recognition, documenting the scene, and communication shielding are four phases that are covered only in Windows Mobile model. As the name implies securing the scene is about protecting the crime scene and conserving the cell phone from being compromised. The next phase is about evaluating the scene in order to find any potential evidence source and also conducting preliminary interviews with people in the scene. Documenting properly, photographing, sketching, mapping the crime scene, and keeping a log of people on the scene are the main activities must be done in the fourth phase of Windows Mobile model. Communication shielding phase involves isolating the cell phone and disabling all its communication features [22] .
Evidence acquisition phase is common between both Symbian and Windows Mobile models. In Windows Mobile model the author [22] recommends collecting data from volatile evidence (such as data stored on RAM). Evidence acquisition in Symbian model is divided into two remote and internal parts. Internal evidence acquisition is applicable when the investigation target is early Symbian smartphones without Trusted Computing Base (TCB) [23] .
Preservation is another phase which is stated only in Windows Mobile model. It is about employing procedures that protect collected digital evidence from being altered. Labeling potential evidence sources, using suitable bags for packing, and using chain of custody are some examples of this phase activities [22] .
The ninth and tenth phases of Windows Mobile model are examination and analysis respectively. In the examination phase of Windows Mobile the collected evidence by forensics investigator must be examined and all the data including deleted, hidden, etc. must be detected. Afterwards, in analysis phase the connection of the fragmented and hidden data should be discovered. These activities lead the investigation to reconstruct the events with regard to the retrieved data [22] .
In Symbian model these two phases are combined into a single phase called analysis. Accordingly the data should be extracted from the memory of the smartphone and then it should be disassembled in order to cope with the code and password in consequence to crack mobile phone [23] .
Both Windows Mobile and Symbian models cover Presentation and Review phases. Although in Symbian model these two stages appears as a single phase [22] , [23] .
Overall, Windows Mobile model involves more detailed phases and perfectly relies on ACPO principles.
III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In spite of many advantages of local data acquisition method, it cannot be employed in all smartphones as it needs to be supported by the target smartphone. Remote data acquisition method, on the other hand is supported by more smartphones. However it requires further resources compared to local method. Additionally, neither local nor remote methods can preserve 100 percent of the integrity of the data held on the internal memory of the smartphone. To narrow down these issues, applying both methods is advised. It enables forensic investigators to gather data as quickly as possible by using a local method tool in urgent cases that the smartphone is supported by the tool.
Moreover, computing forensic tools such as Forensic Toolkit [24] can be employed for gathering and examining the data stored on the smartphone permanent storage devices (e.g. memory card). Using SIM card forensic tools such as SIMCon [25] are also appropriate way for retrieving SIM card data.
To resolve matters stated in Data Examining subsection, it is recommended that a set of guidelines to be made for each model or at least a series of smartphones. Each set of guidelines should specify:  Appropriate forensic tools for examining all data including default applications stored data;  Authentication mechanisms and techniques for bypassing them. It should guarantee that forensic investigators will be able to successfully examine and analyze at the very least data linked to the applications installed by default on the smartphone.
Since any digital evidence for being relied on in court needs to be recovered and examined within the law and forensic principles such as those stated in ACPO, Windows Mobile model appears a suitable investigation process model for investigation of smartphones.
By including tools used for investigating smartphones with operating systems other than Windows Mobile, preparation phase of Windows Mobile model can be generalized to all smartphones.
Securing the scene, survey and recognition, documenting the scene, and communication shielding phases of Windows Mobile model are applicable to investigation of all smartphones.
While methods stated in the Data Acquisition Methods subsection can be used in volatile evidence collection phase for gathering data from any model of smartphones, computing and SIM card forensic tools can be involved in non-volatile evidence collection phase.
Preservation phase is another Windows Mobile model phase that can be used for investigation of all smartphones.
Examining recovered data, on the other hand is greatly dependent upon the smartphone model, operating system, and installed applications. Therefore examination phase of each model should be based on a set of guidelines that meet the requirements stated earlier in this section.
Analysis, presentation, and review phases of Windows Mobile model are valid for investigation of all smartphones.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
Both local and remote data acquisition methods have difficulty in supporting some models of smartphones. Therefore, it is not possible only one method to be chosen for investigation of all models. Even though tools based on local method can speed up the investigation process especially when data gathering is done in a crime scene, but employing both methods for supported smartphones are recommended as it reinforces the validity of the recovered data.
Furthermore, forensic tools used for computing related investigations and SIM card forensic tools can forensically recover many data from permanent storage devices and SIM cards respectively.
About data examination, although preparing a set of guidelines for each smartphone model is a very time consuming task and even difficult in anomalous smartphones for example fake models, but on the other hand it saves a lot of time of investigators during the examination particularly in challenging situations such as when data is encrypted. Without using guidelines investigators have to either put much time and energy to find a solution for examining or ignore some data which each piece of that might potentially involve precious evidence. Specific set of guidelines for each model also helps forensic investigators to take advantage of resources and solutions provided by the guidelines in order to conquer problems associated with non-default programs.
Concerning investigation models, Windows Mobile investigation process model, by applying some changes can be used for investigating all smartphones. However technical issues of smartphones that are equipped with operating systems other than Windows Mobile should be considered in preparation, volatile evidence collection, and non-volatile evidence collection phases. Moreover, examination phase, unlike the other phases, cannot be generalized because of the reasons described above. Thus examination of each model of smartphones should be customized based on the prepared guidelines on that specific model.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Among data acquisition methods we found remote method more practical as tools linked with this method are compatible with many smartphones compared to local data acquisition tools. However local data acquisition tools such International Journal of Computer Theory and Engineering, Vol. 5, No. 2, April 2013 as MIAT need less resource and can be put on more rapidly. Employing both local and remote methods in supported smartphones strengthens the credibility of the gathered data.
In the next step, we will look into the smartphone forensic tools to identify the most suitable tools of each data acquisition method.
With regard to vast diversity in smartphones manufacturers, operating systems, and applications, making a set of guidelines for each smartphone model or at least for each series of models appears to be the only solution for effectively examining and analyzing the recovered data.
Further researches can be undertaken in order to discover common non-default programs run by users of each smartphone models. It will help forensic investigators to study how to deal with the data of those programs.
Comparing Windows Mobile investigation model with Symbian investigation model shows that the first model, by considering some changes, is an appropriate model for forensic investigation of smartphones. Its twelve phases, at least in theory, are adhered to legal issues as well as forensic principles such as APCO.
In view of the fact that this model has been made particularly for Windows Mobile operating systems, in the future, we will try to adopt its preparation, volatile evidence collection, and non-volatile evidence collection phases to other operating systems by studying their specifications and limitations.
